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Agenda
• The Big Picture 

• What is the focus
• Where is this all coming from?
• Are they focusing on the right things?

• Specific Policy Initiatives
• CRM-2
• POS
• Fiduciary/best interests discussion
• Mutual fund fees
• Etc.

• What’s Next?
• Status of regulators and regulation
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Regulatory Focus - 2015
• Focus on the retail investor by the CSA

• All individuals
• Companies and other entities that are not “permitted clients”

• Focus on “retail” investors understanding their investment and 
what it costs – and who gets paid for what service

• Point of sale (Fund Facts disclosure) – mutual funds and ETFs
• Risk assessments and disclosure about mutual funds 
• CRM-2 [client relationship model disclosure and reporting]
• Risk disclosure for individuals acquiring exempt market securities
• Common regulation of all public investment funds

• Enhancements to
• Suitability and KYC/KYP
• Written prospectus (Fund Facts) disclosure
• Acting honestly and in good faith with clients
• Other registrant regulation
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Regulatory Focus – 2015
• The perfect storm

• Mutual funds – structure and fees
• CRM-2 (“client relationship model”) 
• POS (“point of sale”)
• Influence of investor advocates 
• OSC Office of the Investor and OSC Investor Panel
• Review of the exempt market place and prospectus exemptions 

• Unease with current distribution methods, fees 
and relationships of retail investors with advisors

• Fiduciary duty/best interest discussion
• Mutual fund fee study and data request
• Biased advice (skewed by compensation models and proprietary products)
• Conflicts of interest
• Are clients getting the “outcomes” they expect?
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Are Regulators considering?
• Changing demographics 

• Aging investors
• Younger investors (starting out)

• Changing societal needs 
• No pensions – varying employment

• “Smaller” investors and access to qualified advice?

• Current business models – will they continue to be 
viable? 

• Effect on current advisors and their clients? Will we have 
enough $$ to meet our financial goals?
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Regulatory Time-Line

• 2013 
• Revised RDI and quarterly account statements

• 2014 
• May 13 revised Fund Facts
• June 13 delivery of Fund Facts (after trade)
• July 15 – RDI [relationship disclosure] – new benchmark 

disclosure, pre-trade disclosure and debt disclosure on trade 
confirms

• August 1 – Mandated OBSI dispute resolution and disclosure
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Regulatory Time-Line
• 2015

• May 5 - New prospectus exemptions and changes to existing ones
• May 30 – Dealers/fundcos to start sending out PAC plan notices to allow reliance 

on PAC relief
• December 31 - New disclosure for quarterly account statements

• 2016
• May 21 – New rules apply to public investment funds to bring their investment 

practices into line with mutual funds (NI 81-102)
• May 30 – Dealers to deliver Fund Facts at Point of Sale (before trade)
• July 15 – Provide disclosure of charges on trade confirms, new annual reports 

(X2), new client name statements

• 2017
• July 15 – Last date to send out new reports
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Nature of CRM-2 

• CRM = the “Client Relationship Model” 

• Giving “retail” investors tools to help them make 
better investment decisions and to assess how well 
their chosen “service provider” [dealer firm and 
advisor] is serving them

• Six major elements, including 2 new annual reports 
(costs and performance)
• Primarily focused on disclosure
• Management of conflicts of interest
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Simple Objective 

• Investors will understand what they are investing in 
– costs, charges, performance 

• Investors will have more information available to 
make more informed decisions on what they will 
invest in – and who they will use to help them with 
their decision making

• Investors will be more prepared financially for 
retirement, other financial needs

Incredibly detailed requirements
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Where is it?  What Applies
• CSA and SRO rules 

• Revisions to National Instrument 31-103, emphasis on regulatory 
expectations in Companion Policy

• MFDA and IIROC, as SROs have made rules for their members that 
complement CSA rules

• SRO members look to SRO rules for requirements, but with CSA 
oversight

• CRM-2 affects everyone from compliance 
to executives to advisors

• But 
• Still confusion and uncertainty over certain elements, with concern 

over consistency across CSA and with SROs
• What will this all really mean on the ground? 
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CRM-2 Reach
• CSA regulates “securities” and the SROs regulate 

their “members”  with a focus on the “securities” 
side of their business

• The Canadian financial services industry provides 
Canadians with advice, products and services that 
go beyond “securities”
• Insurance and segregated funds  
• Deposit instruments and PPNs
• High interest savings accounts
• GICs

• Uncertainty on what to do (and what others will do)
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POS – Fund Facts

• May 30, 2016 – investors must receive Fund Facts 
before trade goes through
• Must be right Fund Facts for the right Fund and the right series
• Any method of physical or electronic delivery will work
• Can send more than one FF in an email – but must be separate 

attachments or separate links
• Can’t simply show the client where to access the Fund Facts, 

even if client is in the room with advisor

• Limited exceptions on client demand
• Must document, must disclose before trade and still send 2 days 

after trade
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POS – Fund Facts

• Special rules and process for PAC plans 
• Broad wording
• Will work appropriately, provided notice is sent (one year to do 

this)

• Compliance Challenges
• Tracking of delivery and quality control?
• How will dealers/advisors deliver?
• Will clients be better off?

• How can dealers/advisors make Fund Facts work 
with CRM-2 and vice versa?
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New Rules for Investment Funds
• Closed-end funds now regulated (sort of) like mutual 

fund – NI 81-102 Investment Funds

• Investment restrictions and practices, May 2016, 
except for:
• Derivatives
• Concentration restrictions
• Investments in commodities
• Investments in illiquid assets
• Short selling securities
• Borrowing restrictions

• Can continue to charge start-up costs to the fund
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New Rules for Investment Funds
• Fund of Fund restrictions

• New rules for mutual funds – cannot invest in closed end funds 
after March 21, 2016

• New rules for investment funds – conditions apply (but can 
invest in mutual funds or closed-end funds) [not private funds]

• Rules the same as of September 2014
• Fundamental changes 
• Sales communications
• Purchases and redemptions
• Custody provisions (although already in NI 41-101)

• Disclosure rules remain the same
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Proposed Risk Classification Changes

• CSA 2013 Paper:
• Standard deviation – over 10 years
• 6 or 5 risk classification bands
• No manager discretion to deviate or substitute qualitative 

judgement

• CSA Update on Status - January 2015
• Will work with industry and SROs
• Proposed Rule Amendments – “sometime” during 2015

• Transition will be important, as well effect on 
existing funds and client accounts
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Mutual Fund Fees
• December 2012 Discussion Paper

• Much talk since then about “banning commissions” 
and fund manager payments to dealers

• Now research being conducted – Professor 
Cummings (York University) – based on data 
provided to him by fund cos
• Do commissions (paid by fundcos) influence fund sales?
• The extent, if any, to which the use of fee-based v.s. commission 

based compensation impacts retail investor outcomes

• Research report “Spring 2015”
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But in the meantime ….

• Mutual fund fees and incentive based compensation
• OSC staff “imposing” conditions where they feel industry hasn’t 

moved fast enough 
• Series D issue and incentives paid on funds held within fee-

based accounts
• Advisors/Dealers not taking advantage of fundco options to put 

client’s in “cheaper” accounts

• Mystery shopping initiative – OSC report

• “Literature” review regarding fees and implications 
on advice
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Fiduciary Duty/Best Interest Standard
• Consultation Paper – November 2012

• Terminology shift – fiduciary to “best interest” standard
• “Decision” will wait until after Cummings report and mystery 

shopping results 

• February 2015 - President Obama and the Department of 
Labour (US) regarding duties of advisors for retirement 
plans 

• But is it right?  Is it needed?  And what does it mean on 
the ground (at the feet of the advisor)?

• What are the regulators really concerned about –and can 
this be achieved in another way.
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Exempt Markets 
• Prospectus exemptions still a unique Canadian patchwork, with OM 

exemptions in certain provinces (notably BC) for investment funds, but not 
elsewhere

• Final rules with changes effective May 5
• Family, friends and business associates (not for investment funds) - Ontario
• Risk acknowledgement forms for certain individuals (AI)
• Individuals cannot rely on “minimum amount” exemption
• No OM exemption (yet), no changes to reports of exempt distribution (yet)

• Crowdfunding
• BC, Sask, Manitoba, Quebec, NB and NS (final – May 20, 2015) – NOT Ontario
• Startup and small and medium enterprises raising capital – not for investment funds and only 

private entities
• Limits on amounts and offering period, with risk acknowledgment form and offering document
• Portal registered as restricted dealer 
• On-going reporting required
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Incorporated Salespersons

• In our life-time?

• Proposed in Saskatchewan and Alberta 
• Alberta’s legislation is better than Saskatchewan on the 

restrictions 
• Status?
• Where is everyone else?
• And what will the CSA do?  And when?
• And what about the SROs?

• Nothing in the CCMR draft legislation 
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Canadian Regulators
• CCMR – Canadian Capital Markets Regulator

• Ontario, BC, Saskatchewan, NB, PEI, Yukon
• Federal government
• Head office in Toronto, with regional offices in other participating 

provinces
• One overall regulator
• Fall 2016 
• Unknowns:

• Reality
• Rules and legislation
• Timing

• Ontario government – review of Financial Planning
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What’s Next?
• New Chair – OSC?

• New IIROC President?

• CCMR Canadian Capital Markets Regulator

• Investor Advocates?

• Business as usual ….. with compliance reviews and new 
guidance
• Liquidity issues (“spring 2015”) 
• Service arrangements between PMs and IIROC firms

• Derivatives developments and FATCA
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